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In [2 1 we have shown that the matrices 
serve as dual potential operators for potential measures (row vectors) and 
potential functions (column vectors), respectively, for recurrent Markor. 
chains. Here N$ is the mean number of times in state j in the first PC 
steps, if the process starts in i, and a is a positive stationary measure. 
(Such a measure is unique up to a constant factor, and only the ratio 
of two components enters our formula.) U’hile these limits always exist 
for positive recurrent chains, Orey has shown in r3] that they need not 
exist for null chains. 
Specifically, Orey shows that the Abel-summabilit!- of C,, is equivalent 
to the existence of 
Lim 1 - I;(t) 
t-1 1 - G(t) ’ 
where F(t) is the generating function of the first return times from 0 
to the set (0, l}, while G(t) generates the return times from 1 to (0, 1). 
From this he concludes that there must be null chains for which the 
limits are not even Abel-summable. 
Actually, it is easy to construct a concrete example of such a chain. 
It will be the combination of two rooted trees, having 0 and 1 as roots, 
respectively. From 0 we enter the kth branch of the first tree with 
probability 1/2k, k = 1,2,. . . . The kth branch has ~~~pk- 1 - 1 states 
on it, and once it is entered, the process moves through these states 
deterministically. At the end of the branch the process moves to state 1. 
From 1 it proceeds in a similar manner to the second tree, only here the 
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kth branch has reek - 1 states, and at the end it moves to state 0. It is 
obvious from the construction that F(t) = Zh 1/2k. t”2k-1 and 
G(t) = Zh 1/2R - t3k. 
Then we need simply choose the exponents nk and a sequence of 
numbers&k so that .skltk + 00 while 2ki2 &k nk _ i -+ 0. (For example, ?tk = 2k’ 
and &k = 2-k(k-*) will do.) Then the ratio [I -F(t)]/[l - G(t)] will 
fail to converge along the sequence tk = 1 - Q. Indeed, on the sub- 
sequence of even k it tends to l/2, while for odd k it tends to 1. Thus 
C,, does not exist and is not even Abel-summable for this chain. 
Even if the limits do not exist, certain combinations may. In p] we 
proved under a weak hypothesis that the limit defining Cij + aj/ai - Cjj 
exists even if Cii does not. Dually, Gii + aj/ai * Gj; exists under the same 
conditions, and either limit is “Nji, the mean number of times the chain 
is in state j, starting at j, before reaching state i. Orey in [3] showed 
that these sequences are always Abel-summable. 
Chung has shown that these limits exist for a large class of chains 
(see [l]). Actually, a slight modification of his method will establish 
that the limits exist for all null recurrent chains. 
In his proof Chung makes use of the following lemma: 
I/ 2, 141 -c 9 I&( < A =c 9 and Lim (b,, - b, _ J = 0, tht 
n 
Lim Z,“= i la,\ lb, - b,,- “1 = 0. 
n 
We showed in [2] that even though the sequences defining Cij and Gii 
may not converge, they are positive and bounded by ‘Njj. Thus we 
obtain for the sequence defining aJai * Gji that 
0 < Njy’ - aj/G * NF’ < aj/ai * ‘Nii = iNji. 
Let /$” be the probability, starting at i, that state i is reached for 
the first time on the vth step. Following Chung’s proof we have 
n m 
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The first two are trivial; the last two are clear probabilistically. Md- 
tiplying these equations in order by - ailaL, I, - 1, and ,x,/a,, and 
adding, we obtain 
Let b, = N$” - ai/ai NC’. Since these are bounded, the second term 
in (1) approaches zero. Also for any null chain 2’::’ approaches zero. 
Hence (6, - b, _ 1) - 0. Thus, by the lemma, the first term in (1) also 
approaches 0. Finally, since (ai/ai);Nii = ‘Nii we have: 
THEOREM 1. For any null-reczcrrenl Markov chai)l 
This establishes our basic result that the sequences defining Cij + ai/ai C,, 
always converge. For aperiodic positive recurrent chains we have the 
stronger result that C itself always exists. 
In [2] we showed that the existence of G,, is equivalent to the conver- 
gence of the sequence Zk Pfi OHhi, where OHkl is the probability, starting 
at k, of hitting 1 before 0. We considered a weakened version of this 
condition, namely that 
2 (Pg - P&)OHkl converges to 0. (*) 
k 
We now know that Go, may not even be Abel-summable, hence the same 
is true for the equivalent condition. However, the weaker condition (*) 
may still be universally true. (This is the “weak condition” from which 
we deduced the existence of C, + ai/ai * Cii in [2] .) We will now show 
that the sequence in (*) is always at least C,-summable to 0. 
LEMMA. For any reczlrrent chain, (l/n) 2:=, V/Z ---r 0 
PROOF: Let H$) = ,Z’:= i &). This sequence converges to 1. Hence 
we also have limit 1 for 
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But the first term on the right tends to 1, hence the second tends to 0, 
and the lemma follows. 
THEOREM 2. 
PROOF: Let us start the process at state a. Let us define a state to 
be “favorable” if from it we enter 1 before 0. Then ljlz Ek A$’ ‘Hki 
is the mean of the average number of favorable states entered in the 
first a steps. The other term may be thought of as the mean of the average 
number of favorable states entered in the n steps after b is reached. If b 
is reached on step t, then the difference counts the number of favorable 
states in the first t steps, minus the number between n and n + t. Either 
the positive or negative term is no greater than (l/n)M,[min (12, Q]. 
But this is 
Since ,Z’,, /$ converges, the second term tends to 0. By the lemma, the 
first term also goes to 0. Hence the Theorem follows. 
As we indicated above, the existence of the limits Oili = lim, zk Pb”,’ Offhi 
is equivalent to the existence of G. Such chains are called normal. A 
natural generalization is 2,” = lim, zk PC BE; BE is the probability 
starting at k that the set of states E is entered at i. Thus O1. = Ajo**). 
We showed in [2] that for a normal chain iE exists for all finiie E, ‘and 
under an appropriate restriction exists for all E. We left open the question 
of whether JE ever fails to exist in a normal chain. We can now produce 
such examples. 
The basic class of examples in [2] is the following: The states are 
the natural numbers. From a state k the chain either moves to (k + l), 
with probability pk + i, or to 0. The chain is recurrent if and only if 
lim y-m OHzy = 0 for each x. We will show that if an example of this 
type is null, then there always exists a set for which jlE fails to converge. 
Let us choose an E, 0 < E < l/3. W’e construct a sequence of numbers 
k 
& and of disjoint finite sets E,, so that Sk = U Ej is a set of consec- 
i=O 
utive integers. Let no = 0, and E, = {0), then Pzl = 1. Let ?lh +i 
be any number sufficiently large so that Pzkfl’ < E. This can always 
be achieved since the set Sk is finite and the chain is null. 
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\\:e will choose Ekfl of the form E, = (0, I,. . , ak rl} - Sk, and 
q+ I , > +tk il. Since the process can mo\‘e only one step to the right, 
P (flk + 1’ 
OS,+ ? 1 
= I, and hence P~~~~~ > f -- F. R!, induction, for all fi, 
P:$ -2- 1 - F. If (k + 1) is odd, we let ak , = lzkt ,. If (k - 1) is 
even, we choose No + r large enough so that OHnk r I ak +, < F. As remarked 
above, this is always possible for a recurrent example. 
Finally, we let E = (0) U E, U E, U E, U . 
1 P;l:R’ B; < z Pb:fi’ Bfi, < t’ i F PXfi’ B:,. 
I+b -k I rtF..k 
If k is odd and i E E,, then B$ = 1, hence Bfi = 0. Thus the upper 
bound is F for all odd k. If k is even and 1’ E Ek and Pp’> 0, then i 5: 11~ 
and Bfo > 1 - P. Thus the lower bound is at least (1 -- ,)Prii > 1 - “F 
for all el-en k. Hence AoE = lim, Zi P$ BfO does not exist. 
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